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When he realized that he had been attacked by Ye Chen, one of his arms had disappeared! The arm that 

originally held Wu Xinger! 

 

At this time, ye Chen embraces Wu Xinger and takes her to the distance in an instant. Ye Chen looks at 

the woman in his arms and instructs: "use the sky scale armor, don't be affected." 

 

Wu Xinger nodded cleverly, and the silver light of the sky scale armor wrapped it. 

 

A flash of blood flashed, and flew away in a certain direction. The little master of the blood clan who was 

just so powerful just now, facing Ye Chen, ran away again! 

 

Ye Chen coldly looks at that blood light, body shape move, incarnate gold thunder chase and go! 

 

In a twinkling of an eye, ye Chen is close to the little master of the blood clan, and the sword of Jingtian 

shoots at the little master of the blood clan! 

 

The blood color escapes the light, facing this extremely strong sword light, the blood clan young master 

had to turn to face in a hurry, he raised one arm, and tried his best to hit the bright golden sword light. 

 

The left hand of the little master of the blood clan burst in an instant under the effect of the huge force, 

and the whole body was also crushed and hit the ground heavily! 

 

The little master of the blood clan struggled to get up, but he had a sharp pain in his chest. A foot was 

severely trampled on his chest, and the incomparable huge strength penetrated his whole body, 

crushing the bones and channels of his whole body in an instant! 

 



He looked at the leaf Chen who trampled himself under his feet in horror, and roared wildly: "let me go! 

Don't kill me! I am a noble little Lord of blood family. If you let me go, I can give you endless benefits 

 

Ye Chen coldly looked down at the blood clan little Lord at the foot, sneered and said, "I said, I want 

your blood." 

 

With that, he stepped on the body of the little master of the blood clan in an instant, and the huge force 

even lost his soul. 

 

Endless blood surging into Ye Chen's sea of knowledge. 

 

It brings together a picture. 

 

In the picture is a gate. 

 

In ruins. 

 

It's as if I've been through a terrible battle. 

 

Five words were written on the broken plaque of the gate. 

 

Nine heaven dragon hall. 

 

Blood dragon left him the answer. 

 

Ye Chen breathed a breath. This battle is really extremely dangerous. If it was not for the unstable major 

of the blood clan, he also had the skill of divine transformation. When he was on the verge of death, he 

would have died in this secret place. 

 

However, it is also because ye Chen's immortal spirit body is so strong that he can resist several attacks 

from half step star orifices. Moreover, ye Chen knows that his current cultivation can not fully stimulate 



the power in the spirit blood. With the improvement of his realm, the physical body will become 

stronger and stronger. 

 

However, he found that the more backward the boundary was, the more difficult it was to kill people 

across the border. 

 

Not to mention two realms. 

 

I'm afraid that if you step into the realm of harmony, you will also be in danger in the face of astral 

orifices. 

 

Lingyun's one-year contract, I must improve my strength as soon as possible. 

 

After all, the last time you hurt Lingyun, it was Qi Xiu's puppet. 

 

If you fight against Lingyun, there is no chance of winning. 

 

Just when ye Chen was ready to leave, his eyes flashed suddenly and raised his feet. At his feet, he 

stepped on a rib with the length of a finger! 

 

The whole body of the young master of the blood clan had been crushed by him, and he still left this rib. 

It must be that this rib is not ordinary. 

 

Ye Chen will rib up, and did not study carefully, at present, to save Wu Xinger from the secret place is 

the top priority. 

 

After a few breaths, ye Chen returns to Wu Xinger. Although there was a distance just now, ye Chen's 

attack is so strong that it is still affected here. Fortunately, Wu Xinger is not injured because of the 

protection of the sky scale armor. 

 

Wu xing'er looks at Ye Chen who comes back and exhales a long breath. Suddenly, she pours into Ye 

Chen's arms, hugs Ye Chen tightly and sobs constantly. 



 

Ye Chen frowned and could only gently pat Wu xing'er's back, comforting him: "OK, apricot, I'm here. I'm 

fine." 

 

He took Wu Xinger up into the air and flew to the weak place in the secret place. The cold light in his 

eyes flashed: "with me, no one can move you. Now, it's time to find someone else to settle the bill. " 

 

Soon, ye Chen found a weak place in the space. The blood magic sword in his hand moved. The powerful 

sword tore up the barrier of space in an instant. A space crack appeared in the air. Ye Chen took Wu 

Xinger into it and disappeared. 

 

At the same time, at the transmission array of Yunming sect, a space crack emerges. Ye Chen takes Wu 

Xinger and flies out of the crack. 

 

When they see ye Chen and Wu Xinger leave the secret place successfully, they are all overjoyed. At this 

time, Song Zhen, Wu Xinger's master, has come to wait at the transmission array. 

 

When Song Zhen saw Wu Xinger, her face was full of love. She hugged Wu Xinger's delicate body and 

said softly, "apricot, it's the incompetence of the master that makes you suffer such a great injustice." 

 

Wu Xinger sincerely said: "master, please don't say so. You are good to apricot, apricot has always been 

in mind, and if it was not for you, apricot would not even have the chance to enter the secret realm, and 

would not wait for ye Chen to come to rescue me!"Mention Ye Chen in front of Song Zhen, Wu Xinger's 

pretty face can't help but be excited. 

 

"Ye Chen?" When Song Zhen heard the speech, she took a look at the youth beside Wu Xinger and 

showed an incredible look. 

 

If not all the elders and patriarchs told her that this young man had defeated Zhao Lei, she would never 

have believed it. 

 

But soon, Song Zhen's eyes again showed a trace of doubt, not to say, ye Chen is a half step combination 

of Tao cultivation? 



 

How now, it seems that the breath is still very unstable. 

 

Injured? 

 

At this time, a nearly transparent thin line suddenly shot at Ye Chen. The attack came suddenly, and the 

speed of the thin line was extremely fast. In addition to Ye Chen, only the leader of Yunming sect 

responded. However, even the leader of Yunming clan, at this time, he had no time to rescue him! 

 

Seeing that the thin thread is about to hit Ye Chen, ye Chen's body suddenly blurs and flashes like 

thunder. At the same time, the blood magic sword in his hand dances wildly. Under the golden light, the 

transparent silk thread is completely destroyed! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, there is a place of array in Lingwu. 

 

The dragon family. 

 

The deepest. 

 

It was a dungeon with the power of the forbidden and the dragon. 

 

It is said that under the dungeon is sealed the ancient holy dragon vein of Lingwu continent. Anyone 

trapped can't break free. 

 

It's death. It's a forbidden area. 

 

Represents the abyss. 

 



In the deepest part of the abyss, there are countless mysterious chains made of ancient stones. 

 

At the end of the extension, it turned out to be a girl. 

 

A girl trapped by countless mysterious chains. 

 

Girls are extremely unstable. 

 

There is a dragon shadow on the body. 

 

It is not so much the man trapped in the Xuan chain as the dragon! 

 

Before long, a dignified middle-aged man came slowly. 

 

This man is long Hongtian, the patriarch of Shenglong family. 

 

Long Hongtian, who had just returned from the demon Kingdom, took a look at ye luo'er and said to the 

old man beside him, "this time, she has always been like this?" 

 

The old man nodded and respectfully said, "long luo'er was like this a month ago. Because of this 

situation, we dare not hurt her half a point Everything can only be decided when the owner comes back. 

" 

 

Long Hongtian nodded: "the virgin's body is in good condition. I wanted to get blood with her body. Now 

it seems that it is no longer possible." 

 

"We can't get close to the girl. Even I'm in danger of touching her." 

 

The old man was stunned and said in surprise, "master, why can't you touch it?" 

 



Long Hongtian's eyes were deep and serious. He was silent for a long time. He said: "because this girl is 

awakening the legendary blood of the holy dragon family." 

 

"It seems that the place has to be moved, otherwise it will be reduced to ruins in ten days." 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Language down, long Hongtian whole body swept the sky rage! 

 

There's something wrong with his perfect plan! 

 

I knew I would not go to the devil's land! 

 

It's too late! 

 

The top priority is to trap longluo'er! 

Chapter 1852 

 

 

 

The old man beside long Hongtian was slightly stunned. He looked at the girl who was trapped in the 

chain and asked, "master, can't you suppress long luo'er here?" 

 

Long Hongtian nodded: "I still underestimated the blood of this girl." 

 

"At the beginning, those two people sent this daughter to kunlunxu. I was careless." 

 

"If I know this girl has such strength, I should send someone to Kunlun Xu to erase her." 

 



"It's a pity that it's hard to kill her now." 

 

"The only thing I can do is to trap her forever." 

 

"And I will have a chance to break through the realm of the holy dragon." 

 

"If that day comes, my Shenglong family will become the supreme existence in Lingwu land." 

 

"Even in the history of Lingwu, what did juehan palace count for?" 

 

At this moment, a strong momentum broke out on long Hongtian. 

 

This is the great power of the dragon family. 

 

The old man was startled and subconsciously stepped back. Then he said, "master, before this, really 

don't move this girl? Isn't my dragon family a blood skill? " 

 

Long Hongtian suddenly thought of something and took an unexpected look at the old man: "the art of 

blood vessels is forbidden, and the success rate is very low. Many forces are studying it. If you take this 

girl as a research object, will it be too cruel?" 

 

"Well, it's up to you. You try to see if you can take part of longluo'er's blood. If you can't, don't ask for 

it." 

 

An array plate appeared in the old man's hand, and the words on the array plate rotated: "yes, master, I 

will go now." 

 

"By the way, master, do you want to transfer this daughter? Where are you going to move? " 

 

Hearing this, long Hongtian laughed, and his smile was extremely gloomy. 



 

He walked slowly towards yelo'er and stopped at a distance of 10 meters from yelor. He carried his 

hands behind him and said, "forbidden area of the dead dragon." 

 

These four words out, the old man's eyes were filled with panic. 

 

Because the forbidden area of the dead dragon is a place that no one of the holy dragon family dare to 

enter. 

 

It is said that there is no holy dragon there. 

 

Only the bones of the dragon. 

 

Long Hongtian gazed at ye luo'er's face. The meaning on his face was pity. Suddenly, he found ye luo'er's 

lips moving. 

 

He frowned and drew closer. 

 

"Ye Big brother... " A weak female voice came slowly. 

 

Long Hongtian is lost in thought. 

 

I don't know why, he always feels that big brother Ye's three words make him extremely dangerous. 

 

This is his perception of danger in his present state. 

 

She didn't know who ye Luo Er's brother Ye was. 

 

Did ye luo'er's parents secretly give birth to a baby boy? 

 



Otherwise, why does this woman still talk about this person at this time. 

 

Long Hongtian no longer thought about it. He turned around and looked at the old man: "before you 

send this girl to the forbidden area of the dead dragon, please integrate a piece of information for me." 

 

"This information is about the low martial world in which she once lived." 

 

"Yes." The old man nodded and finally disappeared in the dark. 

 

Between the heaven and the earth, only the meditative dragon Hongtian, and the endless chain trapped 

dragon shadow girl. 

 

It's a story of power and blood 

 

…… 

 

The picture turns, and the cloud Ming sect. 

 

The atmosphere was dignified to the extreme. 

 

Ye Chen just came out, unexpectedly someone wants to erase him! 

 

What's your intention! 

 

Ye Chen stares at a direction, the strong intention to kill swept. 

 

And in that direction stood a young man and a red haired man. 

 

Zhao Lei! Chen Feiying! 



 

Not far away, Chen Feiying and Zhao Lei see that ye Chen is not damaged by this move. They are both 

stunned! 

 

Chen Feiying's expressionless face showed a trace of shock! 

 

This move, even in the face of the Yunming patriarch, has 30% confidence that he can hurt the other 

party. He is easily blocked by a half step combination, strictly speaking, ye Chen, who is still in the 

Hunyuan state? 

 

See Chen Feiying to Ye Chen's hand, all present, except Liu Xiu, after the reaction, are all face to show 

the color of surprise and anger. 

 

Ye Chen not only rescued their disciples of Yunming sect, but also was a disciple of xuanyue sect, which 

belonged to Yunming sect. 

 

These elders are not stupid people. With the talent shown by Ye Chen, we can see that he also plays an 

important role in xuanyue sect. If something happens in their Yunming sect, he will be implicated. 

 

But what makes them more shocked is that ye Chen even blocked the attack of the strong one? Or is it 

going to stay intact? 

 

Although this blow is not the opponent's full strength, it can not be so easy. 

 

Even the most outstanding talented disciples of various sects may not be able to do it, right? 

 

What's more, ye Chen's understatement when he blocks Chen Feiying's attack seems to have not done 

his best. Ye Chen's terror talent has risen several levels in the minds of these people. Even Liu Xiu's eyes 

twinkle at Ye Chen, and he thinks it's time to change his position?The master of Yunming sect gazed at 

Chen Feiying and Zhao Lei and said, "you two, in my Yunming sect, are you not paying too much 

attention to my Yunming sect?" 

 



Although Zhao Lei has not recovered completely at this time, he can barely move by relying on the pills 

given to him by Chen Feiying. He looks at the leader of Yunming sect and says with a sneer: 

 

"I just look down on you, so what? Do you dare to do it to me? Do you know what I stand for behind me 

 

On hearing this, the leader of Yunming sect and a group of elders were extremely angry. All of them 

gathered momentum, and the empty shadow loomed. The ground began to tremble under their 

powerful power. 

 

However, no one really dare to do it. 

 

Chen Feiying and Zhao Lei's strength may not let them fear, but their background is enough to destroy 

yunmingzong thousands of times! 

 

So, they can't do it! 

 

The master of Yunming clan clenched his fist and said coldly, "in this case, please leave me, Mr. Zhao!" 

 

He has secretly decided to protect Ye Chen no matter what, and never let Ye Chen have an accident in 

Yunming sect! 

 

Zhao Lei squinted at master Yunming and said with a sneer, "Master Liu, are you driving me to leave? Do 

you know the consequences? " 

 

Under the threat of Zhao Lei, Liu Zongzhu clenched his fist even more tightly. His forehead was green 

and his anger was about to turn into substance. 

 

However, his eyes flickered slightly, and he said in a deep voice, "if you want to hand over Ye Chen, you 

can't say it. I have to hand it in person and send them away." 

 

For him, Zhao Lei is just a mole ant that can easily crush to death. However, he threatens him so much. 

As the leader of a clan, how can he not be angry? 



 

However, due to Zhao Lei's identity, patriarch Liu is helpless. It can be imagined how frustrated he is. 

 

Zhao Lei's face gradually became gloomy. However, Lord Liu did not allow him to look at him. After 

several changes in Zhao Lei's face, he finally recovered. 

Chapter 1853 

 

 

 

He looked at all the people on the scene with a look of bitterness on his face, and then glared at Ye Chen 

for a long time. Finally, he reluctantly said to Chen Feiying, "let's go!" 

 

After all, yunmingzong was too far away from Zhao family and Feihan sect. For a time, he couldn't invite 

the strong man to the station. 

 

Moreover, he is not a fool. The strength shown by Ye Chen must mean that he has a good background 

behind him. In case he really starts with Yunming zongzongzong. 

 

Even if Chen Feiying won't lose to him, it's hard to keep himself safe. With his current physical condition, 

if ye Chen takes advantage of this opportunity, he will inevitably have great risks. Therefore, he finally 

chose to leave temporarily. However, he does not intend to let Ye Chen and yunmingzong go. 

 

Seeing that Zhao Lei is ready to leave, the leader and the elders of Yunming clan are secretly relieved. 

No matter what the future may be, the present hurdle is finally passed first. 

 

But at this time, a voice of indifference but full of unquestionable authority sounded in the ears of all. 

 

"As I said, can you go?" 

 

Shua, everyone looked at the speaker in an incredible way. Even Zhao Lei and Chen Feiying were 

shocked. 

 



The only one who remained calm was the one who spoke. 

 

Ye Chen. 

 

His principle is to stifle all threats. 

 

The people of yunmingzong looked at Ye Chen with anxiety and reproach in their eyes. They had a bad 

premonition. How many times would this young man scare people to death? 

 

Stop Zhao Lei from leaving at this time? 

 

Don't you see he's leaving? 

 

This is the Lord in order to protect you, fight to let yunmingzong suffer great crisis, just in exchange for 

ah. 

 

As a result, you are so light floating a word, let the efforts of the patriarch, are all in vain! 

 

Although your talent is really against the sky, do you have to be so crazy and so domineering? 

 

This is stupid! 

 

Seeing this, Master Liu is about to say something more. However, an elder stealthily grabs the sleeve of 

Lord Liu and shakes his head secretly. Even if he continues to offend Zhao Lei, there is no sense in him. 

He doesn't know how to cherish his life! 

 

Master Liu hesitated for a moment, but finally he sighed helplessly and said nothing more. 

 

Zhao Lei, on the contrary, laughs louder and happier! 

 



How stupid is Ye Chen to die by himself? How lucky are you? 

 

He laughed at Ye Chen and said, "ha ha, mad dog, it's really a mad dog! Do you know what kind of 

person he is now? 

 

No matter how good the talent is, can such a person survive? " 

 

The people of yunmingzong didn't speak, but most of the elders' eyes twinkled. They obviously agreed 

with Zhao Lei's statement. 

 

However, ye Chen didn't care at all. Who cares about the dying barking of livestock? 

 

There is no need to care. 

 

Ye Chen holds the blood magic sword and walks to Zhao Lei step by step. He says in his mouth, "no 

matter how humble you are, how you bark, you will not change the end of your death. It will only 

increase your pain. Soon, you will regret every word you said to me. I will assure you." 

 

Zhao Lei's face is full of disdain and ridicule. Ye Chen really regards himself as a God and feels invincible? 

 

Chen Feiying created the nine layers of heaven, and almost half a step in the cultivation of the star 

orifices, but also lost to a half step in the path of the waste? 

 

He wanted to make a mockery of this stupid man who came to his death step by step, but at this time, 

Zhao Lei couldn't open his mouth. 

 

Because Chen Feiying, beside Zhao Lei, pulled out his sword, a transparent, almost invisible sword. 

 

Zhao Lei knows that Chen Feiying will not draw his sword easily unless he meets an opponent who 

makes him feel threatened. 

 



That is to say, ye Chen, who is half step into the realm of Tao, unexpectedly, makes Chen Feiying feel 

dangerous? 

 

It's not a dream! 

 

He was vaguely worried. 

 

Because Chen Feiying has gone from the first layer of heaven to the present nine layer sky, which is just 

one year. 

 

This year, countless pills and opportunities piled up. 

 

The most important thing to practice is to be steady, but Chen Feiying is not! 

 

His real strength may be lower than his breath! But the breath is enough to threaten people! 

 

"Chen Feiying?" Zhao Lei reluctantly said with a smile: "it's just a mole ant. Why are you so solemn? Just 

kill him. Originally, I wanted you not to kill him so quickly. I have to educate him and educate him 

 

Chen Feiying frowns slightly and stares at Ye Chen, who is walking slowly. His eyes change from shock to 

solemnity. He can't imagine that ye Chen, who is in the half step state of Tao, will create a trace of 

pressure on him? 

 

Reason told him that this was an illusion, and something must have gone wrong. However, Chen 

Feiying's intuition clearly conveyed such a message - Ye Chen, very dangerous! 

 

After a short period of confusion, Chen Feiying chose to trust his intuition. He knew that the reason why 

he can live to the present is not his reason, but his extremely keen perception!Now, facing Ye Chen, his 

consciousness is highly concentrated, locked in Ye Chen's body, never letting go of any change in the 

other party's breath, or even having no extra spirit to listen to what Zhao Lei said. 

 



After several breaths of silence, his thin lips began to wriggle slightly, and his deep voice sounded. Chen 

Feiying uttered a word, only one, as if to say the second word, which would waste a lot of his physical 

strength. 

 

"Go." 

 

Zhao Lei is stunned. He can't imagine his ears. What did Chen Feiying say just now? 

 

Is there something wrong with your spirit? 

 

Chen Feiying, actually told him to go? 

 

How can he tell himself to leave when he is dealing with a half step in the road? 

 

Does he have no confidence to be able to protect himself in the fight with Ye Chen? 

 

When Zhao Lei falls into chaos, ye Chen's face burns with a strange killing intention, and evil and blood 

gas surround his body. 

 

This makes people full of cold breath, diffuse in the bottom of people's heart, it is a kind of cruel and 

domineering momentum. 

 

"He has no chance to go." 

 

I don't know why, hearing Ye Chen's words, Zhao Lei, who is always proud, domineering and defiant, 

unexpectedly shivers involuntarily. He moves and is about to leave here. 

 

"Kneel down!" But at this time, ye Chen's eyes in the purple gold light burst flash, suddenly issued a 

thunder like drink! 

 



The purple and gold lines appeared on his body surface. At the same time, the evil spirit swept through 

his body, and the essence of white tiger and Kirin erupted. In the roar, there was a faint sound of tiger 

roar, a divine breath that was hard to resist and highly respected, and the real spirit breath that seemed 

to be standing on all living creatures and possessed endless prestige suddenly broke out! 

Chapter 1854 

 

 

 

Under the exaggeration of the double breath, ye Chen's words seem to have profound power. Under the 

severe injury, Zhao Lei, in a weak state, can't disobey at all. His body can't help but kneel down to the 

ground! 

 

Let Zhao Lei kneel down after a break? Even if this is just a warrior after a serious injury, this is also, 

extremely terrible! 

 

Is this what a half step Taoist warrior can do? 

 

Don't say you can do it. I'm afraid that many martial arts practitioners in the Taoist realm dare not even 

think about it! 

 

However, ye Chen is Shengsheng to do it! 

 

In fact, ye Chen attacked with the spirit of the tiger god evil spirit. 

 

However, today's Tiger God Sha, after double spiritual blood and divine blessing, is no longer what it 

used to be. However, in the face of too strong opponents, especially the geniuses with special blessing 

from spirits, it still has no great use. 

 

However, it is better to deal with a martial artist like Zhao Lei who has not recovered from serious 

injuries and whose spirit is depressed. Even if his spirit is blessed, because his body Qi and blood are too 

weak, the spirit soul is still in a weak state, which will still be affected to a certain extent! 

 

Zhao Lei shivers and wants to stand up, but his body doesn't listen to the command! 



 

However, Zhao Lei's strength is not weak after all, and he will soon be out of this control. 

 

However, for ye Chen, this time is enough! 

 

Ye Chen finally reaches five meters in front of Chen Feiying and stops. Chen Feiying does not move at all, 

even if Zhao Lei kneels. 

 

Ye Chen and Chen Feiying looked at each other and said faintly, "get out of my way. I want to kill him. 

Stop me. You will die." 

 

Zhao Lei kneels down in public. At this time, he has lost his temper and roars at Chen Feiying: "what the 

hell are you doing in a daze?"!? Crush this ant for me 

 

Chen Feiying seems to turn a deaf ear to everything, but her eyes are firmly locked on Ye Chen. 

 

All of a sudden, Chen Feiying moved. At the same time, he seemed to have flashed something behind 

him, as if nothing had been found. However, in this moment, ye Chen felt that his world had changed. 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks, and the scenery around him does not change at all. However, ye Chen feels that 

he has fallen into an extremely dangerous world. 

 

A world of swords! 

 

He was familiar with this feeling. Not long ago, he had felt it from the little master of the blood clan. 

 

Although Chen Feiying's realm power is not complete, and compared with the short-term promotion of 

the realm, the original blood clan master who had extremely high accomplishments was a thousand 

times more rough, but there was a primitive and fatal breath in this realm! 

 

"Not good!" 



 

Ye Chen has not yet become better. The leader of Yunming sect has changed greatly. He is ready to stop 

him at all costs. Even he feels a trace of terror from the incomplete boundary. How can ye Chen bear it? 

 

However, a man suddenly blocked him and said in a loud voice, "wait a minute!" 

 

Liu Zongzhu was stunned. It was not others who blocked him, but his son, Liu Yunfei. 

 

Liu Yunfei's eyes flashed at Ye Chen and Chen Feiying, as if to warn Lord Liu, or as if he were saying to 

himself, "you can't do it. The power of this man's boundary contains a trace of ancient sword. 

 

The ancient sword meaning is not only extremely powerful, once activated, even if you kill him now, it 

will not stop the outbreak of the sword idea. On the contrary, because of the death of the master, he 

will release his power regardless of the consequences. I only heard from the master. It is the first time 

that I see someone who can display it! " 

 

"This blow, strictly speaking, does not belong to him." 

 

Facing the strong Canggu sword, ye Chen also felt great pressure, but he did not shrink back. 

 

Even in the face of an attack many times stronger than this Canggu sword, he can resist the attack. 

Although the Canggu sword is strong, it can not really threaten Ye Chen. 

 

However, it is obvious that even if ye Chen has taken back the sky scale armor, with his current 

cultivation, it is impossible to easily resist Chen Feiying's attack. In that case, Zhao Lei may escape. 

 

If the immortal sword idea is cultivated to the extreme, he may not be afraid of the ancient sword idea. 

 

It seems that the only way to do it is to try Ye Chen whispered. 

 

"Burning blood formula!" 



 

"The ultimate chopping! Immortal sword, melt 

 

Ye Chen exerts his own strength to the limit, and the ultimate golden Sha is cut off one after another. 

With such high-intensity attack, his meridians are finally broken, and his whole body bursts with blood 

mist. However, ye Chen's actions are not affected at all. The roaring sword light is blooming in an 

instant! 

 

Although Jinsha's Sabre is always complementary to Dao. 

 

However, ye Chen has found many times that if the immortal sword idea and this blow are integrated, 

the power can not be underestimated! 

 

Strong! 

 

Very strong! 

 

Chen Feiying's mind at this time only such an idea, but he did not shrink back! 

 

Because, he is also a very proud warrior! 

 

His eyes became more and more empty, and he said in a low voice: "Canggu sword meaning, invisible kill 

array, open!"The invisible sword in the hand stabbed out and pointed at Ye Chen. In an instant, the 

space seemed to be divided into countless pieces! 

 

The fierce collision between the invisible sword light and the bright sword light broke out as if it could 

make the earth disappear! 

 

The endless air opened and closed, and the spirit power of heaven and earth was confused because of 

the attack of the two people. In the originally clear sky, the wind and rain were heavy, and the thunder 

and lightning flashed. 

 



Not to mention the yunmingzong, it is the whole city. The earthquake is shaking violently. The earth is 

wailing and countless deep cracks are emerging. The city is filled with calls of alarm. Even many powerful 

beings are coming to yunmingzong. 

 

The Yunming sect was the first to bear the brunt of the attack. Under the influence of this attack, several 

buildings that had been blessed by the array began to collapse, and the disciples of the sect started to 

flee. Meanwhile, the elders who were the first to bear the brunt had to form defensive vigorous Qi to 

resist them. 

 

Among them, the leader of Yunming sect, who was the strongest in cultivation, immediately protected 

Wu Xinger and another female disciple of Song Zhen in case they were hurt. 

 

However, Zhao Lei, who is kneeling on the ground with one foot raised and about to get up, is not so 

lucky. Even if he inspires the holy weapon of body protection, he is still shocked to vomit blood and 

collapse to the ground again because his injury is not recovered and his strength is greatly reduced. 

 

The dazzling halo rotation makes people unable to see the scene clearly. However, these elders of 

Yunming sect no longer despise ye Chen and feel that ye Chen is stupid and arrogant! 

 

The power of Ye Chen's attack is beyond their cognitive limit! 

 

How can this force break out? 

 

If you have such strength, how can you not be proud? 

 

If they are not proud, they will look down on Ye Chen! 

 

They even felt ashamed that they had ever despised Ye Chen! 

Chapter 1855 

 

 

 



The reason is simple. Most of them are aware of a very real, but almost impossible, and unbelievable 

fact. 

 

Ye Chen, better than them! 

 

This young man has such strength! 

 

He challenged Chen Feiying, not stupid, but proud! 

 

The pride that practitioners should have! Stupid, is not to see ye Chen that arrogant talent and strength 

of their own! 

 

Many people couldn't help swallowing and salivating, and nervously watched the long lasting halo. Wu's 

eyes were full of tears, and her nails were embedded in the meat palm. 

 

Her heart aches, she regrets, and she even starts to hate herself. If it wasn't for her, how could brother 

ye suffer so much danger? However, she is still willing to believe that ye Chen will win, unconditionally! 

 

That long time does not disperse the halo, finally or gradually weakened down, and the public, finally 

see the scene after the halo. 

 

Everyone's pupil shrinks, the heart is incomparably shocked. 

 

They saw a picture that will never be forgotten! 

 

Even, let them have a strange feeling in their hearts, let them want to cry for it, cry for it, worship for it! 

 

That's how it shakes the heart! 

 

After the halo, the ground has disappeared, and there is a huge hole, and above the hole, there are two 

figures suspended. 



 

Two, the figure stained with blood. 

 

One, still warm, one, but completely cold. 

 

However, these two figures are almost the same miserable. 

 

Ye Chen has a dense sword mark on his body, and his half of the chest is replaced by a big black hole. 

 

However, let people almost suspect their eyes is that ye Chen, is still breathing, although his breathing 

seems a little difficult, but, no doubt, in a good breath! 

 

Ye Chen is not dead, not even in a coma! 

 

Such a heavy injury, even a real creator of chemical weapons, also had to fall on the spot. However, ye 

Chen, in addition to breathing difficulties, seemed to have enough strength to support it! 

 

The faces of the people gradually became strange. Was this young man a man or a demon? The 

resilience and vitality of this body are not on the same level as ordinary warriors! 

 

In front of Ye Chen, there is another figure. 

 

The body of Chen Feiying, who is already cold and gives out the smell of death. 

 

A sword full of endless evil Qi penetrated the heart of the proud swordsman and took his life without 

doubt. 

 

After all, not everyone is as abnormal as ye Chen. 

 



This is a battle between the half step Taoist warrior and the nine layers of heaven in the realm of nature, 

and even the one close to the half step star orifices. 

 

The one who survived was actually the one who at the beginning thought he was a half step warrior who 

committed suicide! 

 

The winner is Ye Chen! 

 

How can this not be exciting, not exciting! 

 

Many elders even secretly sighed: "if we were a few hundred years younger and didn't serve as elders in 

the clan, I'm afraid we would be loyal to Ye Chen on the spot and follow Ye Chen." 

 

Ye Chen's strong, really, too yearning for. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Chen Feiying's body and shakes her head gently. Chen Feiying is very strong and is an 

opponent worthy of his respect. 

 

If it wasn't for the critical moment just now, the devil's eye gave him a part of the power and let him be 

possessed for a short time. 

 

I'm afraid it would never have cost so much to end the battle. 

 

Even, it may be him who died. 

 

In the secret realm, the reason why I was able to kill the little leader of the blood clan was that the other 

side underestimated the enemy, and the opponent's cultivation had dropped in a straight line when he 

did it himself. 

 

Chen Feiying is very strong. 

 



It seems that the farther back, the more difficult it is to kill people across the border. 

 

He even thought, if he meets another half step star orifices, and the other party is a real genius, can he 

still win? 

 

Ye Chen gasps violently, the blood gas on the body drills into the blood magic sword. 

 

This war, but also thanks to the blood magic sword. 

 

On the level of sword, blood magic sword is far higher than Chen Feiying's. 

 

However, this war is not all about costs, but also gains. 

 

With the help of his immortal body, ye Chen is aware of some things in the blood essence of Kirin. 

 

Qilin, the main town, in addition to the protection of benevolent king. 

 

Ye Chen also vaguely awakens to a kind of blood means, that is, in the attack, with the power of sealing 

the town, in order to weaken the opponent's defense, or to disintegrate the opponent's attack. Ye Chen 

named it Qilin Sha. 

 

However, he has been unable to integrate it into his own martial arts. 

 

Until before, the moment of life and death under the limit state, he just grasped the mysterious feeling. 

 

Is this the power of reincarnation?In other words, without a fully awakened reincarnation, I just saw the 

tip of the iceberg. 

 

It seems that the Xuanzong must enter the xuanbei as soon as possible. 

 



With a flash of gold in his hand, ye Chen vanishes Chen Feiying's body. Then, with his body that seems 

almost impossible to move on, ye Chen walks towards Zhao Lei, who has fallen to the ground step by 

step. 

 

At this time, Zhao Zhongzhong looks like he's coming back from the blood of Chen MINCHEN. 

 

What did he see? 

 

Ye Chen won? 

 

Invisible killing array, that's Chen Feiying's strongest move! 

 

Even the warrior with half step star orifices is likely to be injured under his move! 

 

When Chen Feiying used this method to deal with Ye Chen, he had a bad feeling in his heart! 

 

That is what he can't understand. Why does Chen Feiying kill Ye Chen in seconds, but he has to use his 

own killing moves? 

 

But now, a more crazy scene appears. Ye Chen, the mole ant in the half step road environment, is not 

only not killed by Chen Feiying, but also killed Chen Feiying? 

 

Chilly, overflowing from the depths of Zhao Lei's soul, when he saw Ye Chen, dragging his almost 

impossible body to live, he finally tore up Zhao Lei's last nerve! 

 

A moment later, he let out a scream of horror! 

 

Ye Chen is not a man, but the devil of hell! 

 

People are most afraid of the phenomenon that they can't understand. When this phenomenon comes 

close to you with the intention of killing 



 

Will completely destroy a person's mind! 

 

"Don't come here!" Zhao Lei screams and drags his injured body forward. 

 

On Ye Chen's face, the evil smile reappears. His whole body is full of evil spirit. It seems that he doesn't 

care about his own injury. He walks around in the court and follows Zhao Lei. 

Chapter 1856 

 

 

 

Wu Xinger looked at Ye Chen's seriously injured body and couldn't help crying: "Ye Chen! Your body... " 

 

After witnessing the battle between Ye Chen and the little master of the blood clan, she knows that ye 

Chen's vitality is beyond imagination, and almost seems to be able to recover from death. However, she 

still feels heartache when she looks at Ye Chen's actions with such a wounded body. 

 

Ye Chen steps a meal, slightly turn his head, to her with a gentle smile, and then, several pills into the 

mouth to take, strengthen the drug in the circulation of blood. 

 

The immortal spirit body and the spirit demon samsara formula work at the same time. 

 

Ye Chen's chest and shoulders are recovering at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

 

Ye Chen's powerful vitality, under the stimulation of the medicine, actually with extremely fast speed, 

began to heal his body! 

 

Even if an ordinary warrior can survive such an injury, he has to recuperate for several years to recover 

completely under the recuperation of pills! 

 

What about ye Chen? 



 

In this short breath, the bones and flesh grow out. It seems that, before long, it will recover as before! 

 

What the hell is this body! 

 

The elders of Yunming sect seem to have seen a super demon rising slowly! 

 

Ye Chen, will shake the whole Lingwu continent! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's rapid recovery, Zhao Lei is even more frightened. He has not never seen the 

powerful talents of all sects and sects. He has even contacted the secret disciples of the Feihan sect. One 

by one, all of them are monsters that are too powerful to be human. Even Zhao Lei himself is an 

excellent genius. 

 

However, the more high-profile, proud and conceited genius who thinks that he has been at the peak of 

this area, the more he can not keep calm when he encounters something he can't understand. 

 

And ye Chen, is Zhao Lei completely unable to understand the existence! 

 

Ye Chen looked at Zhao Lei's reaction and said with a smile, "I said that you would regret every word you 

said to me." 

 

Zhao Lei, who is crawling, suddenly stops his action and suddenly turns around. He raises his hand at Ye 

Chen and is about to launch an attack. Although he is close to collapse, he still comes from a big school. 

Even in this desperate situation, he has to fight for it! 

 

However, before he could perform his moves, a golden light flashed through his eyes. Zhao Lei's raised 

hand hurt. When he responded, his own hand had completely disappeared. 

 

Ye Chen smile, disdain to smile, counterattack? 

 

Bring, only more despair! 



 

"Ah, ah, ah Zhao Lei cries out in pain, but he still doesn't give up. A small jade amulet floats and floats in 

front of Zhao Lei to absorb the blood gushing from his wound. The jade amulet is broken and instantly 

turns into a thunder and lightning to wrap it up and escape to the distance! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. Zhao Lei's life-saving means are quite a lot. 

 

However, it is not so easy to escape from him. 

 

Zhao Tingchen, the same way to pursue thunder! 

 

The reason why he gives Zhao Lei the chance to escape is that on the one hand, he doesn't want to kill 

Zhao Lei in Yunming clan, so that he is implicated in yunmingzong. 

 

After all, although the leader of Yunming sect didn't speak for himself in the end, he was recognized by 

Ye Chen. Moreover, Wu Xinger will continue to practice in Yunming sect in the future. 

 

The jade amulet is also an exotic treasure. Its value is not under a war of time and space. The thunder 

wrapped in Zhao Lei is very fast. It is even faster than ye Chen, who has used a hundred steps to drive 

electricity! 

 

However, ye Chen is not too worried about Zhao Lei's escape. When Zhao Lei kneels down, he has left a 

trace of his mark on Zhao Lei. The jade Fu thunder that Zhao Lei finally inspires is obviously a 

consumable, and there is always a time to stop. 

 

At that time, waiting for him, only nightmare! 

 

Zhao Lei's thunder finally faded down. Soon, Zhao Lei had to fall on a mountain. He looked at the golden 

thunder that was approaching quickly behind him in horror. He shook his head in a crazy way and said: 

 

"how can this be possible! How could that be possible! Although my body protecting spirit ray Fu 

treasure is a consumable, it can be used in a short period of time, and can be close to the half step 

Xingqiao martial arts person's escape speed! How can you be overtaken by a half step Taoist warrior! " 



 

He tried his best to run forward, but even if he used the talisman, he could not shake off Ye Chen 

completely. With his present body, where could he go? 

 

Ye Chen soon falls in front of Zhao Lei. 

 

Zhao Lei looks at Ye Chen, who is blocking his way with a cruel smile, and subconsciously steps back. 

 

Then, with a plop, he knelt directly in front of Ye Chen's body! 

 

He tried his best to kowtow to Ye Chen and cried: "I was wrong! I was wrong! Don't kill me 

 

"Are you wrong?" Ye Chen couldn't help laughing: "what's wrong?" 

 

Zhao Lei trembled and said, "I was wrong. I shouldn't have offended you." 

 

Ye Chen nods, but he doesn't do anything to Zhao Lei. 

 

Seeing this, Zhao Lei gives birth to a trace of joy. Ye Chen doesn't do it. That shows that he still has 

hope.Thinking of this, he looked calm and continued: "after all, I am a true disciple of Feihan sect, and I 

may be promoted to secret biography in the future. 

 

Moreover, I am the successor of Lingwu Zhao family. I know that your origin is not simple. But are you 

sure you can face the hatred of two big forces at the same time? " 

 

Ye Chen laughs: "you say so, also have reason." 

 

Zhao Lei's face was even more happy. Although he was still kneeling on the ground, his back gradually 

straightened up. He continued: "don't worry, as long as you let me go, I won't continue to investigate 

this matter. This matter is over. I know that you have unlimited potential and will not take risks to 

offend you. 



 

We can also be allies if you like No, vassal, I will be your vassal. Not to mention Feihan sect, Zhao family 

will be under my control in the future. 

 

With my help, it will definitely produce certain benefits for your future! " 

 

Zhao Lei looks at Ye Chen nervously. However, ye Chen just smiles, but he doesn't speak. Zhao Lei's 

heart is gradually raised. 

 

All of a sudden, he took off his storage bag and threw it in front of Ye Chen and said, "I forgot. This is a 

gift I used to make amends for my impoliteness this time. I promise that as long as you are willing to let 

me go, I will give you a heavy gift when I go back. 

 

If you have anything you want, you can say that I have some family background in Zhao family. This is 

my sincerity to be a vassal! " 

 

"Vassal?" Ye Chen suddenly picks his eyebrows and looks at Zhao Lei. 

 

Zhao Lei's head was lower by one point, and said with some fear: "yes, vassal, loyal vassal." 

 

Now, he has to do everything possible to stabilize Ye Chen. As long as he has a chance to go home, he 

can have a long-term view on how to deal with Ye Chen. 

Chapter 1857 

 

 

 

"Do you deserve it?" Ye Chen light way. 

 

"What?" Zhao Lei looks up. He seems to have heard something just now, but he can't believe it. 

 

Ye Chen stares at his eyes, word by word: "I, say, you, match, do you?" 



 

Does it match? 

 

Zhao Lei opened his eyes. No one ever dared to talk to him like this 

 

I don't know how many people, spare no effort to please him, want to climb up to Zhao family and 

Feihan religion, not to mention vassal, want to become his servant, do not know how many. 

 

However, now he took the initiative to become a vassal of Ye Chen, but ye Chen asked him, with? 

 

If this is not humiliation, what else is humiliation? 

 

However, now humiliation is not what Zhao Lei cares about. 

 

From the time he knelt down, he had already abandoned his self-esteem. What really got him into chaos 

was that he understood it now. 

 

Ye Chen didn't let him off at all. 

 

The shadow of death completely covered him. 

 

Zhao Lei's heart is filled with a strong sense of regret. Just as ye Chen said, he regretted and regretted 

every word Ye Chen said! 

 

Ye Chen moved and trampled Zhao Lei under his feet: "how can a conceited person like you be my 

vassal? It's not enough to be a servant! " 

 

"What's more, what's the value of Feihan education?" 

 

"I even dare to offend Lingxian emperor palace and soul hall. What are you doing?" 



 

As soon as the voice falls, ye Chen makes a loud noise on his feet. Zhao Lei is trampled into nothingness! 

 

After killing Zhao Lei, ye Chen puts away his storage bag and returns to Yunming sect. 

 

Looking at the arrival of Ye Chen, the eyes of those elders all took a trace of awe. 

 

They know that Zhao Lei is dead. 

 

Ye Chen said to the master of Yunming sect: "Zhao Lei has been killed by me. If someone comes to visit 

me, let them come to xuanyuezong to find me." After that, he also gave the master of Yunming sect a 

jade Rune to communicate with him if necessary. 

 

Seeing this, the master of Yunming sect was glad to see this and quickly accepted the jade symbol. 

 

Making friends with Ye Chen, who has a high status in xuanyue sect and has unlimited potential, is of 

great benefit to Yunming sect. 

 

Ye Chen said again: "there is one more thing. I want to take xing'er back to xuanyuezong temporarily, so 

as to avoid Zhao Lei's influence from doing anything to her. Please allow the patriarch." 

 

The leader of Yunming sect said with a smile: "this is natural. Even if you don't say it, I would like you to 

take apricot with you temporarily." 

 

Wu Xinger some worry way: "such, can not be inconvenient?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "don't worry, now my position in xuanyuezong is different." 

 

…… 

 



Ye Chen returns to xuanyue Zong and gives Wu Xinger to Zi Ning, and explains the general reason. 

 

Although zining has some headache, she also understands. 

 

Then, ye Chen returned to his room, and suddenly vomited out a big mouthful of blood. His body 

swayed for a while, showing some falling to the ground. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled slightly. Even though he had the skill of divine transformation and his super 

strong body, he inevitably left behind internal injuries. 

 

If you don't have a good conditioning, you may fall into the realm. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen sits on his knees, and the liquefied aura of heaven and earth around him, like a 

moth to a fire, rushes into Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen, on the other hand, manipulated by the magic samsara formula, began to repair his body under 

the nourishment of this huge aura and with the remaining medicine in his body. 

 

One day and one night later, ye Chen opened his eyes again. His eyes flashed purple, and his divine light 

was Zhanzhan. He was back to the peak again! 

 

His cultivation was finally stable. 

 

Then, ye Chen took out the rib from the little Lord of blood clan. 

 

This rib is as bright as the top white jade. It seems that there is no trace of impurity. Since it can be 

intact under Ye Chen's attack, it is obviously not simple. 

 

Since getting it, ye Chen is quite curious about this thing, and now I finally have a chance to explore it! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen will be the mind into the ribs, suddenly, his face, showing a trace of shock color! 



 

Half a day later, ye Chen opened his eyes again, and the light flashed in his eyes. 

 

This rib is not born by the little master of the blood clan, but an exotic treasure! 

 

Far more than the soldiers of time and space! 

 

The little master of the blood clan was once an extremely powerful existence. Once he came into 

contact with the Xingqiao realm, any existence would have a qualitative change, which was extremely 

difficult to kill. The little master of the blood clan was also extremely powerful. 

 

Therefore, even the one who fought against him at the beginning had no good means to kill him. He had 

to use this strange treasure to put it into the body of the blood clan's little master and turn it into a 

space to seal it. 

 

With this strange treasure, the change of his realm was completely wiped out, and its powerful power 

was dissolved, and various monsters and beasts were born, so as to achieve the goal of destroying 

him.With the passage of time, the power of the blood clan's little Lord is indeed almost wiped out. 

Otherwise, it is very difficult to completely kill Ye Chen with his current strength! 

 

However, although the power of the little leader of the blood clan was almost wiped out, the seal space 

also began to appear unstable. Finally, Liu Xiu, who did not know the actual use of the seal space, 

destroyed the stability of the space in order to create opportunities for Zhao Lei. He trapped Wu Xinger 

in it, and at the same time, gave the little leader of the blood clan a chance to get out of the 

predicament. 

 

Since it can seal such existence, this unknown rib is naturally a powerful exotic treasure! 

 

After half a day's understanding, ye Chen finally mastered the method of refining this treasure. 

However, with his current cultivation, he can only mobilize a trace of power of the foreign treasure. 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen immediately began to refine the white ribs and named them Fengling ribs. 

 



At this time, however, the samsara cemetery vibrated slightly. 

 

The next second, a figure ran out directly. 

 

It's Xiao Huang! 

 

In the last World War, Xiao Huang was injured. 

 

On the other hand, Xiaohuang and Xuelong are extremely special in blood. If they are found by the top 

powerful people in Lingwu mainland, they will be in danger. 

 

So ye Chen seldom calls on Xiao Huang to help himself. 

 

Now Xiao Huang comes out, obviously the injury is better! 

 

And there's a breath of evolution in him. 

 

Xiao Huang comes to Ye Chen's side and rubs Ye Chen with that fluffy body, as if to show her kindness. 

 

Ye Chen held Xiao Huang in his arms and said with a smile, "Xiao Huang, what's the matter?" 

 

Xiao Huang did not speak, but looked at the rib eagerly. 

 

Ye Chen naturally understood what, curious way: "you won't want to eat this thing?" 

 

Xiao Huang nodded seriously, then raised her head and looked in a direction: "sister Ruoxue!" 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, subconsciously toward that direction, there is no one! 

 



But the rib in the hand actually disappears! 

 

He came back to his mind and looked at Xiao Huang, who was far away from him, and said, "have you 

learned to cheat?" 

 

Xiaohuang embarrassed smile: "master, this rib is very important to me, can you give me refining." 

 

Ye Chen white one eye small yellow: "with me so long, you shy what, you want, I will give you." 

 

"By the way, what is this rib for you?" 

 

The reason is that ye Chen feels Xiao Huang's excitement! 

 

Unprecedented excitement! 

 

Xiao Huang ignores Ye Chen and swallows his rib! 

 

The whole body is shining with bright light! The shadow of a terrifying beast appears on Xiao Huang! 

 

This is the real ancient lion demon war god! 

 

And now, the sky outside has changed! 

 

An extreme blood color covered the blue sky! 

 

It's like evil coming! It's like the rebirth of ancient times! 

 

A terrible thunder cloud has fallen on the outside of xuanyue sect! 

 



Heaven and earth shake! 

 

Ye Chen's cave unexpectedly surges the acme whirlpool! 

 

All the furniture is broken! 

 

The array is about to collapse. 

 

This breath, even ye Chen felt uncomfortable. 

 

Immortal body of him, actually feel the pressure in tearing his skin? 

 

He gazed at Xiao Huang and said solemnly, "what is this, Xiao Huang?" 

 

For a long time. 

 

Xiao Huang raised her head. 

 

The different pupil is emitting the ultimate light. 

 

"Master, this rib is a rib of my body." 

 

"That's a rib of the ancient lion demon God of war!" 

Chapter 1858 

 

 

 

Ye Chen hears the ribs of the ancient lion demon warlord and is stunned slightly. 

 



He knew the ribs were special. 

 

But I didn't think it would be the God of war in ancient times! 

 

This is the origin of Xiao Huang's blood! 

 

Why did the strong use this to seal the little master of blood clan? 

 

But for a moment, only in this way can we have this kind of power against heaven. 

 

He looked at Xiao Huang's whole body surging breath, and looked at his own torn clothes, but shook his 

head. 

 

If it was not for the immortal body, I am afraid it would have turned into blood mist. 

 

I don't know what kind of changes will happen if Xiaohuang engulfs this rib! 

 

He could even feel the color change in the outer sky. 

 

This time, Xiao Huang made too much noise! 

 

I'm afraid it won't be long before someone from xuanyuezong will ask about it! 

 

Big trouble! 

 

"Xiao Huang, what do you need me to do?" 

 

"How long will this state last?" 

 



Ye Chen cares. 

 

As for other things, he doesn't care! 

 

The red and blue pupil of Xiaohuang is emitting strange light, and the space around him is faintly torn. 

 

It looks at the distant leaf Chen, way: "I must refine this rib as soon as possible, you think of a way to 

help me cover the breath, help me block." 

 

"It's useless for me to enter the samsara cemetery now..." 

 

After saying that, Xiao Huang's body presents a strange shape, and the shadow of the ancient lion 

demon war god also closes his eyes. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Xiao Huang, her eyes were dignified. 

 

Cover the breath? 

 

This change is so big, how to cover it! 

 

No matter how you say it, you have to discuss it with him! 

 

is sure to make complaints about it, but ye Chen has taken out several space-time soldiers and stones, 

and began to lay out the battle array. 

 

This array was mentioned by the king beast spirit God. 

 

He's not sure he can cover it up. 

 

Just try it. 



 

Ye Chen forces out a drop of blood essence, pinches the formula with his fingers, and resists the damage 

of the air flow in the cave, and uses his whole body's spiritual power to run the magic formula of 

reincarnation! 

 

At the same time, the soldiers of time and space and the dark stone all shot a light! 

 

The light converges at a point, forming an ancient array! 

 

Lingtian Fengmo array! 

 

However, the array just gathered! 

 

Xiao Huang doesn't know if it's swallowing the pain coming from it. With a roar, she breaks the array 

directly! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen flies backward and smashes in the cave. 

 

Li Yi obviously heard the news inside and inquired outside: "elder martial brother ye, are you ok?" 

 

Ye Chen got up hard and replied, "it's OK." 

 

With that, he wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and walked towards Xiaohuang step by 

step. 

 

Now the little yellow face is full of pain. 

 

Obviously, refining that rib is very difficult. 



 

This kind of pain, ye Chen in the heart can not bear. 

 

If he had a choice, he wanted to take it on his behalf. 

 

He knows why Xiaohuang swallowed the rib. 

 

Xiao Huang wants to help herself. 

 

In Kunlun Xu, Xiao Huang fought for himself again and again, and they were like inseparable partners. 

 

And to the Lingwu mainland, ye Chen faces the enemy are too strong, Xiao Huang some can not do it. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want Xiaohuang to get hurt, and he doesn't want her secret to be detected by someone 

who has a heart. He chooses to guard in silence. 

 

However, in the eyes of channeling Xiao Huang, she is not qualified. 

 

Now, Xiaohuang wants to have this qualification and continue to protect herself. 

 

Continue to fight for their faith. 

 

So, whatever the cost, it's going to eat the rib. 

 

Even death. 

 

Ye Chen slowly to curl up close to the small yellow. 

 

Xiao Huang is shaking, as if in the endless ice! 



 

The meaning of ice is centered on Xiaohuang, spreading in all directions! Soon, ye Chen's cave seems to 

be an ice palace! 

 

Even if ye Chen has immortal spirit body, it is inevitable that his whole body is purple and his eyebrows 

are covered with frost. 

 

Xiao Huang seemed to hear the sound of footsteps. She opened her eyes with difficulty. In a weak voice, 

she said, "don't come over Don't... " 

 

It knows that once Ye Chen gets close, he will get hurt! It's a heavy injury! 

 

The strength of this rib strength comes from ancient times! 

 

Because of the connection between it and the ribs, the damage to the ribs is halved. 

 

But if ye Chen comes, it will bear 100% of the strength! 

 

"Master, don't come here Let me carry I can It can be 

 

Xiao Huang's weak voice rang out. 

 

It's gritting its teeth and holding on, and the pain almost engulfs it! 

 

It feels as if countless powerful people explode in the body!This is the price! 

 

However, ye Chen is still close. 

 

Ye Chen's body has been pricked by the ice. 

 



It's shocking. 

 

His robe was bright red, like a bloody man. 

 

The array is not good. Ye Chen can only use the most primitive method. 

 

He looked at the shivering figure almost covered by frost and snow. He felt sick! 

 

People around, so for themselves! 

 

What can he do! 

 

He Ye Chen, how can he de! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The power of disorder in the corpus luteum erupts again, and countless electric arcs and divine thunder 

are full of it! 

 

Ye Chen's body was shaken back again! 

 

A few mouthfuls of blood! 

 

Pale! 

 

"Blood magic sword! Come out 

 

Ye Chen holds the blood magic sword in hand, and the Qi of Geng Jin and the supreme evil spirit sweep 

over! 



 

"Ten methods of blood and Qi, benevolent King protect you!" 

 

"Six gods and kings, the power of the Tao, open up!" 

 

"Immortality, block it for me!" 

 

The roar resounded! 

 

Ye Chen spit out a mouthful of blood, a sword inserted in the ground, moving the body toward Xiao 

Huang. 

 

Xiao Huang is too cold, and even faintly stiff. 

 

This rib is far more powerful than Xiao Huang now! 

 

If swallowed, the cost is huge! 

 

Why! 

 

Why does Xiao Huang have to spell like this! 

 

Ye Chen is only five meters away from Xiao Huang. 

 

He saw the tears in Xiao Huang's slightly closed eyes. 

 

In ancient times, ferocious animals also shed tears. 

 

The past is like a tide. 



 

…… 

 

That day, the reincarnation cemetery changed, a monster of Kunlun Xu changed. 

 

This is the first time he has officially met Xiao Huang. 

 

That fluffy, water Lingling eyes are curiously staring at Ye Chen. 

 

"Are you Xiao Hei? Or Xiao Huang? " 

 

But in front of the hairy thing hears the small yellow two words, actually has some anger, as if has been 

insulted in general. 

 

Eyes even with a trace of killing! 

 

"Forget it, no matter what color or size you become, it's best if nothing happens. I'll treat you well." 

 

"It's a pity that you were able to fight a little bit, but now it seems impossible!" 

 

"After that, I'll call you Xiao Huang." 

 

That day, Xiao Huang stood out at all costs to resist the attack of Mr. Jingshui for ye Chen. 

 

"Xiao Huang, come back quickly! You can't resist it. " 

 

For a moment, ye Chen is afraid of Xiaohuang leaving. 

 

But Xiao Huang, who has always been very cold, has a smile on Ye Chen. 



 

Then, with the momentum of thunder, it devoured the array beast that everyone could not resist! 

 

That day, danxu. 

 

Xiaohuang with a weak body against the Cui family ancestors, fell into a coma. 

 

It did its best. 

 

It finally fell into Ye Chen's arms. 

 

At the last moment of coma, ye Chen went to danxu tower in a hoarse voice. 

 

Although it is a monster, it is better than many people! 

Chapter 1859 

 

 

 

It is willing to guard Ye Chen at all costs. 

 

At all costs. 

 

The past is like a tide. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are moist, and he uses all his strength to resist the endless pressure of the rib swallowed 

by Xiao Huang. He inserts a sword into the ground and moves his body. 

 

The blood was flowing from him. 

 



This is against the weather. 

 

"Xiao Huang, wait for me!" 

 

However, at the moment, Xiao Huang has no consciousness. 

 

I don't know life and death! 

 

This five meters, in normal times, is only the time of Ye Chen's rest. 

 

But now, it's like eternity. 

 

Ye Chen is injured, but his eyes are full of firmness. 

 

Don't know how long, ye Chen finally came to Xiaohuang's side. 

 

He is too tired. 

 

Fall straight down. 

 

He held Xiaohuang in his arms when his consciousness was vague, and wanted to give it a trace of his 

own warmth. 

 

What does Xiaohuang feel? It can't open its eyes, it's growling inside! 

 

It vowed to refine this damned rib! 

 

In a flash! 

 



Violent air flow surging, colorful light! 

 

The shadow is like a lion roaring! 

 

A sleeping lion seems to wake up! 

 

But ye Chen did not know all this. 

 

In his pocket, a black stone flew out, suspended in the air, and a trace of the original force converged 

into Ye Chen and Xiao Huang's bodies. 

 

Very soft power. 

 

The powerful ancient force of that rib is touching this power, and it is retreating faintly. 

 

The light faded. 

 

The ice and snow have melted. 

 

Ice Palace restored the cave. 

 

Everything is quiet. 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, the xuanyuezong outside is frying! 

 

Zining, cangye, elder Qin, Zhuge Yang, Jiao Changlao, Yigan elder and so on all come to Ye Chen's cave. 

 



The vision is too big! 

 

They can't think they didn't see it! 

 

The dark night looked at zining and asked, "such a big vision, zining, has Ye Chen broken through? What 

was his state before? " 

 

"Congealed purple step way:" reply 

 

It is impossible to have such a vision even if you step into the realm of nature or star orifices! 

 

And the roar of the monster came from the cave. 

 

The monster's roar even made them feel threatened. 

 

Is Ye Chen a human? 

 

Why did the monster's voice appear? 

 

Zhuge Yang took a step and said to the dark night: "master, this vision, the movement outside is so 

huge! I'm afraid it's more dangerous inside. " 

 

"Can ye Chen have an accident?" 

 

"Should we go in and have a look?" 

 

Cangye hesitated for a long time, and finally nodded: "Ye Chen wants to represent xuanyuezong to 

participate in the Dragon contest! There must be no accident! " 

 

"I may not be able to bear the strength in this. He may have an accident." 



 

"I must go in and have a look." 

 

Finish saying, dark night then cast magic weapon, ready to step in! 

 

However, at this time, an old voice sounded: "my apprentice practice, you go in to join in the fun!" 

 

Hearing the sound, everyone on the scene changed color! 

 

The Supreme Master Bai Zhentang is here! 

 

Bai Zhentang's status in xuanyuezong is not ordinary! 

 

Although it seems ordinary, but in fact, in terms of power and understanding of xuanyuezong, Bai 

Zhentang is even deeper than taishangchanglong Laolong! 

 

Zining also came to Bai Zhentang and worried: "master What should I do? " 

 

Bai Zhentang took a deep look at the cave, ignored everyone and stepped directly into it. 

 

When he comes inside, he senses the energy of disorder. 

 

He raised his eyebrows and gazed into the depths. Suddenly, his face changed slightly and went straight 

out. 

 

For a moment, he saw a pair of eyes. 

 

He knew it was the eye of an ancient beast. 

 



Extremely powerful. 

 

Although there is no growth and a trace of weakness, but if you are close at this moment, the fierce 

beast will surely attack! 

 

At all costs. 

 

This is the performance of the guardian. 

 

"It seems that my apprentice is very good." 

 

Bai Zhentang came to the outside, waved his hand, and said to the crowd, "let's spread out. Ye Chen is 

not in any way. Give him some space." 

 

"Besides, it's not to be disclosed to anyone." 

 

"Even if it is a close relative, it must not be disclosed!" 

 

"Violators, I will personally take back everything xuanyuezong gave him!" 

 

Threat! 

 

A naked threat! 

 

There were countless doubts in xuanyue Zong's hearts, but Bai Zhentang spoke and could only leave 

directly.…… 

 

I don't know how long it took. 

 

Ye Chen felt what, opened his eyes, he found everything returned to calm. 



 

"Xiao Huang!" 

 

Ye Chen subconsciously seeks Xiao Huang's figure. 

 

But found that there is no! 

 

Can't Xiao Huang bear the power and turn into nothingness? 

 

When he was in a hurry, an old voice rang out: "don't look for it. That guy is in the samsara cemetery!" 

 

The sound! Incomparably strange! 

 

Ye Chen quickly into the reincarnation cemetery, found a tombstone even flickering weak light! 

 

Obviously, it can be activated! 

 

However, ye Chen has no interest in tombstones now. What he cares about is Xiao Huang! 

 

He looked around and was surprised to find a huge sphere floating over the tomb of samsara! 

 

The sphere is full of energy! 

 

One blue and one red! 

 

It's like the eight diagrams of yin and Yang! 

 

Ye Chen knows that this blue and red represents Xiao Huang's different pupils! 

 



The key, why did Xiaohuang become like this? 

 

At this time, there was a voice coming from the tombstone: "that guy swallowed the ribs of the ancient 

lion demon, and naturally wanted to remodel the body." 

 

"If I guess correctly, the little guy's body level was very low before, obviously not worthy of the blood of 

the ancient lion demon..." 

 

"It's really strange that such a low-level body should still refine that rib..." 

 

"This is unheard of in the history of Lingwu continent..." 

 

"It's kind of interesting." 

 

Ye Chen this just fell on the tombstone, way: "elder, how long does it take for Xiaohuang to remodel her 

body successfully?" 

 

There was a faint voice from the tombstone: "it won't be long." 

 

"What is the name of the elder?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

However, the tombstone was a hearty smile: "I was just moved by the behavior of you and that 

monster, ask a few words at will, as for my name, you don't need to know." 

 

Words fall, the tombstone will fall into a long silence. 

 

Ye Chen looked at a red and blue light ball and exhaled a breath. 

 

Xiao Huang will survive. 

 



Now what he has to do is to wait for the Phoenix Nirvana, the moment of rebirth. 

 

"It's time for me to prepare for the Dragon climbing contest." 

 

Ye Chen closed his eyes and sat cross legged, and began to run the magic samsara formula. 

 

…… 

 

A week later, ye Chen, sitting in the stone chamber, slowly opened his eyes. His whole body was 

restrained and did not radiate at all. This is the performance when he adjusted his body to a delicate 

peak state. 

 

Then, ye Chen went out of the cave and went to the hall of xuanyuezong, where there were already 

several figures. 

 

Zining, the elder Bai Zhentang, the elder yinche, the proud girl Yin Ming, are all here. 

Chapter 1860 

 

 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flash, Yin Ming is also here? 

 

What's more, to Ye Chen's surprise, Yin Ming's breath is a little stronger. It seems that one of the people 

who took part in the competition with him this time is her. 

 

Dark night way: "well, the people are all here, we are ready to start." 

 

Ye Chen one Leng, ask a way: "do not have 3 quota?" 

 



Zi Ning said with a smile: "long Xuan didn't become a secret, but he passed the spiritual blood test. 

Empress long has taken him to a different race, and let the strong in the alien race introduce him to 

Dabi. 

 

Although we have three places in xuanyuezong, we don't always make up the number of contestants in 

every contest. Moreover, it is extremely dangerous for us to enter the dragon race. 

 

Sometimes, even if we have become a secret disciple, if we think that the disciple's strength is not 

enough, we will not let him participate in the current contest, but postpone it. After all, it is extremely 

dangerous to become a secret disciple. " 

 

Yin Ming smelt the speech and snorted coldly. Obviously, although she became a secret disciple earlier 

than ye Chen, the clan didn't let her take part in the big contest before, which should be because she 

didn't have enough strength. 

 

At this time, Bai Zhentang looked at Ye Chen's eyes, suddenly began to flicker slightly, and asked Ye 

Chen, "boy, how do you feel now?" 

 

"There was a monster roaring that day. I'm afraid it has something to do with your refined kylin blood 

essence." 

 

This speech a, other several people, in addition to Yin Che, are slightly moved! 

 

After all, they were shocked by the vision of that day! 

 

As for what happened inside, they didn't know anything except Bai Zhentang. 

 

Even Yin Ming, who seemed to despise ye Chen, looked at Ye Chen with curiosity in her big eyes. 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, looked at Bai Zhentang, he faintly felt that Bai Zhentang deliberately said so. 

 

It seems that the vision of Xiao Huang that day shocked all the people present. 



 

As for the monster's roar, it's not bad to cover it with Kirin's blood essence. So ye Chen said with a smile, 

"master's eyes are like a torch." 

 

Bai Zhentang nodded his head. Although he didn't say anything, he was obviously quite satisfied with Ye 

Chen. Even Yin Che had a gentle smile on his face. Looking at Ye Chen, he praised: "good, ye Chen, 

Laobai has accepted you as a good disciple. We xuanyuezong have a good chance to rise." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "the elder Taishang is flattered." 

 

Without waiting for Yin Che to say anything, Yin Ming on the other side hummed bitterly: "what's great? 

It's just two kinds of spiritual blood. The cultivation is still so low that we can't lose face to xuanyuezong 

when we get to the dragon competition!" 

 

Yin Che face dew bitter smile color, stare at Yin Ming way: "Minger, don't talk nonsense!" 

 

Ye Chen is still smiling. He doesn't take what the spoiled little girl said as one thing. Instead, he laughs: 

"Oh? Elder martial sister Yin seems to be very concerned about me? " 

 

Yin Ming was stunned when she heard the speech. She was embarrassed and angry in her beautiful 

eyes. She wanted to say something, but she heard Bai Zhentang drink and said, "don't be ridiculous! 

Cang boy, it's almost time. Take them away. " 

 

"Yes," the night respectfully said 

 

The next second, he took Yin Ming and ye Chen out of the hall. At the same time, he looked at Ye Chen 

thoughtfully. He always felt that the voice from ye Chen's cave was not the voice of Kirin essence. 

However, he did not ask any more questions. After all, Bai Zhentang had spoken. 

 

Perhaps this time, ye Chen will represent xuanyuezong on the basis of Shenglong Dabi, which may shock 

the whole Lingwu continent. 

 

The three left xuanyuezong and took a boat in feifeng City, heading for a small border town in Lingwu. 



 

…… 

 

At the same time, Lingxian palace. 

 

Lingyun wakes up from practice. 

 

Her cultivation improved a little more, and the injury of her fall in that day was also relieved. 

 

"Awake?" 

 

A faint voice suddenly rang out! 

 

Lingyun slightly a Zheng, raised his head and looked at Xia Lingqiu with his back in front of him. 

 

She didn't notice that Xia Lingqiu was in the house! 

 

"Palace master." Aura can only be respectful. 

 

Xia Lingqiu nodded: "how is the recovery?" 

 

"Very good." Lingyun looked at the ancient stone not far away, excited way. 

 

She had stayed in the realm of nature for a long time before! 

 

But because of this huge stone, she even stepped into the realm of star orifices! 

 

And the cultivation is climbing rapidly! 

 



If Xia Lingqiu hadn't put it in her place, she would not have achieved her present achievement so soon. 

 

Xia Lingqiu found what, glanced at the huge stone, light way: "this huge stone is placed here, is your 

choice." 

 

"Although it can make you practice faster than anyone else." 

 

"But, you remember, the side effects I told you about." 

 

"Sealing the door is the end of your cultivation." 

 

"Others may have a chance to step into the realm of Taixu, or even a higher realm, if they practice 

steadfastly.""And your end, but only seal the door." 

 

Lingyun's eyes were dim, but still firmly said: "the Taixu realm is too far away for me, even if the price is 

the highest in my life, but I have no regrets about sealing the door." 

 

"And now I feel like I have enough of it." 

 

”At least enough to crush that little beast 

 

Xia Lingqiu shook her head helplessly and walked toward the door: "your vision is too low." 

 

"Well, it's almost time. This time, you take Xia Ruoxue to Shenglong Dabi. We have to get it." 

 

Lingyun Mou son a congealed, serious way: "don't worry, palace master! Although Xia Ruoxue's practice 

time is late, according to what you said, I grind this stone into powder and condense it into liquid every 

day. Let Xia Ruoxue take it. Her accomplishments and talents are enough to make her become the 

signboard and pride of my Lingxian palace! " 

 

"It's just, will it be too hasty?" 



 

Xia Lingqiu sneered: "what is the relationship between other people's life and death and limitation?" 

 

"She is just a disciple of our Lingxian palace. Without your excavation, she might still be a common living 

creature in Kunlun void." 

 

"We gave her a chance, and she should be grateful." 

 

"Besides, the origin of this stone is mysterious. We don't know whether it has side effects on the body." 

 

"If snow, as a test object, nothing bad." 

 

"In case, this stone will not have any influence, the biggest benefit is not Xia Ruoxue?" 

 

"Of course, if it causes damage to my body, what does it have to do with my summer spirit and 

autumn?" 

 

"Just ants." 

 

Lingyun was slightly stunned. She could only sigh for the palace master's heartlessness: "palace master, I 

will take Ruoxue to Shenglong Dabi." 

 

"Well." 

 

Xia Lingqiu only gently issued this sound, and then dissipated between heaven and earth. 

 

As if it never existed. 

 

This is right. 

 



Xia Lingqiu, as the Supreme Master of Lingxian palace, is respected by her. 

 

Anyone is a mole ant. 

 

Even if it is the aura of blood relationship, it is the same! 


